The role of atrial dilatation in the domestication of atrial fibrillation.
Numerous clinical investigations as well as recent experimental studies have demonstrated that atrial fibrillation (AF) is a progressive arrhythmia. With time paroxysmal AF becomes persistent and the success rate of cardioversion of persistent AF declines. Electrical remodeling (shortening of atrial refractoriness) develops within the first days of AF and contributes to the increase in stability of the arrhythmia. However, 'domestication of AF' must also depend on other mechanisms since the persistence of AF continues to increase after electrical remodeling has been completed. During the first days of AF in the goat, electrical and contractile remodeling (loss of atrial contractility) followed exactly the same time course suggesting that they are due to the same underlying mechanism. Contractile remodeling not only enhances the risk of atrial thrombus formation, it also enhances atrial dilatation by increasing the compliance of the fibrillating atrium. In goats with chronic AV-block atrial dilatation increased the duration of artificially induced AF-episodes but did not change atrial refractoriness or the AF cycle length. When AF was maintained a couple of days in these animals, a shortening of the atrial refractory period did occur. However, the AF cycle length did not decrease. Long lasting episodes of AF with a long AF cycle length and a wide excitable gap suggest that in this model AF is mainly promoted by conduction disturbances. Chronic atrial stretch induces activation of numerous signaling pathways leading to cellular hypertrophy, fibroblast proliferation and tissue fibrosis. The resulting electroanatomical substrate in dilated atria is characterized by increased non-uniform anisotropy and macroscopic slowing of conduction, promoting reentrant circuits in the atria. Prevention of electroanatomical remodeling by blockade of pathways activated by chronic atrial stretch therefore provides a promising strategy for future treatment of AF.